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Mutual Inhibition among Neural Command Systems as a Possible Mechanism for Behavioral Choice in Crayfish

Donald H. Edwards
Laboratory of Neurobiology and Behavior, Department of Biology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30302-4010

Mutual inhibition among behavioral command systems frequently has been suggested as a possible mechanism for switching between incompatible behaviors. Several neural circuits in crayfish that mediate incompatible behaviors have been found to interact through inhibition; this accounts for increased stimulus threshold of one behavior (e.g., escape tailflip) during performance of others (eating, walking, defense). To determine whether mutual inhibition between command systems can provide a mechanism that produces adaptive behavior, I developed a model crayfish that uses this mechanism to govern its behavioral choices in a simulated world that contains a predator, a shelter, and a food source. The crayfish uses energy that must be replaced by eating while it avoids capture by the predator. The crayfish has seven command systems (FORAGE, EAT, DEFENSE, RETREAT, ESCAPE, SWIM, HIDE) that compete through mutual inhibition for control of its behavior. The model crayfish was found to respond to changing situations by making adaptive behavioral choices at appropriate times. Choice depends on internal and external stimuli, and on recent history, which determines the pattern of those stimuli. The model's responses are unpredictable: small changes in the initial conditions can produce unexpected patterns of behavior that are appropriate alternate responses to the stimulus conditions. Despite this sensitivity, the model is robust; it functions adaptively over a large range of internal and external parameter values.

Animals face a world of rapidly changing circumstances to which they must respond in a timely, adaptive manner. Many have met this challenge by drawing their behavior from sets of fixed action patterns (FAPs) released in response to specific sign stimuli (Lorenz, 1950; Tinbergen, 1951). The neural bases of FAPs have been studied in many animals, but the mechanisms used to shift behavior from one activity to another have received less attention. The observations that "an animal can scarcely do two things at a time," (111) and that strong activation of one behavior prevents activation of another, prompted the suggestion that mutual inhibition exists between centers for different behavior patterns (Tinbergen, 1951). Mutual inhibition may account for the rapid alternation between conflicting motor patterns during times of stress, such as the alternation of attack and flight that occurs when two conspecific fish threaten each other (Lorenz, 1982). Mutual inhibition may also produce displacement activity, when inappropriate behavior is released by disinhibition during conflict between two strongly activated motor patterns (Tinbergen, 1951; reviewed in McFarland, 1985).

Recent neurophysiological studies have begun to reveal the neural substrates of mutual inhibition, in Pleurobranchaea, a hierarchy of behavior patterns results in part from inhibition between neural command systems for different behaviors (Kovac and Davis, 1980). In crayfish, separate neuronal systems that produce different FAPs have been identified (Kennedy and Davis, 1974). These include systems that mediate the defense posture (Wiersma and Yamaguchi, 1967; Glantz, 1974), swimming (Schrameck, 1970), two forms of escape tailflip (Wine and Krasne, 1982; Krasne and Wine, 1984), walking (Bowerman and Larimer, 1973a,b, Kovac, 1974a,b, Moore and Larimer, 1987, 1988; Simon and Edwards, 1990), and swimmeret beating (Wiersma and Ikeda, 1964; Heitler and Pearson, 1980; Paul and Mulloney, 1986). Inhibition between these neuronal systems appears to account for shifts in the stimulus threshold of one activity during performance of another (Roberts, 1968; Bellman and Krasne, 1983; Krasne and Lee, 1988; Beall et al., 1990). These results support the notion of a competition among mutually exclusive behavior patterns that is mediated by inhibition between neural "command systems" for these behaviors (Krasne and Lee, 1988).

It has remained unclear, however, whether a purely competitive mechanism of decision-making can account for the adaptiveness of animal behavior (McFarland, 1974, 1985). This question is difficult to answer experimentally because the interactions of several neural systems would have to be monitored simultaneously in a behaving animal.

I have addressed this question theoretically, with a computer simulation of behavioral choice in which seven mutually inhibitory command systems compete for control of a model animal that exists in a world containing a food source, a shelter, and a predator. The simulation seeks to determine whether such a mechanism for behavioral choice can produce stable, adaptive patterns of behavior in varying contexts. The model is based on crayfish neuroethology and contains command systems for escape, retreat, defense, hiding, foraging, eating, swimming, and resting. Each system is excited by specific sensory stimuli and can initiate a unique behavioral response when in command of the model animal. Command of behavior results from a continuing competition among the command systems that is produced by mutual inhibition between them. The model crayfish must avoid the predator, find the food source, and eat it to regain the energy depleted by its activity. The model was tested to determine whether it would respond adaptively to the con-
ditions it encounters, whether it would make smooth transitions between responses, how those responses depended on initial conditions, and on the values for the inhibitory coefficients that govern command system interactions.

Materials and Methods

The simulation of crayfish behavior is expressed by a QUICKBASIC computer program called CRAYFISH, which is run in compiled form on personal computers that support MS DOS. Both compiled code and source code are freely available from the author when a disk formatted for MS DOS is supplied with the request. Arbitrary units of distance (d), time (t), food (f), energy (e), excitation, and inhibition are used in the simulation.

The simulated world external to the CRAYFISH

The locations of the food and shelter, the initial location of the model crayfish (hereafter called the CRAYFISH) and the initial location and time of appearance of the predator in the simulation are specified before each run. The predator appears with an initial direction and cruising speed of movement. If while cruising it comes within a fixed distance of the CRAYFISH, it will give chase and double its speed. If the CRAYFISH escapes to outside that distance or into its shelter, the predator will give up the chase and resume cruising speed and direction. The CRAYFISH is considered to have been caught and eaten if the predator comes into contact with it.

Organization of the CRAYFISH: Competition among command systems

The CRAYFISH's behavior is governed by one of seven “command systems”: ESCAPE, RETREAT, DEFENSE, HIDE, EAT, FORAGE, and SWIM. Each command system is excited by a limited set of external or internal stimuli and inhibited by other command systems, so that its response, or “command value,” is equal to its excitation minus the sum of inhibition. When the command value exceeds a constant threshold (1), the system can inhibit other systems, and when its command value exceeds 4 it can gain control of the model's behavior. When two or more systems are simultaneously above this behavioral threshold, control will remain with the system that has been above threshold longest. If none of the command systems are above threshold, the behavior is REST. The behavior produced by the controlling command system changes the relationship of the CRAYFISH to both external stimuli (predator, food source, shelter) and internal stimuli (energy), and so alters the pattern of sensory stimuli that the CRAYFISH receives. The altered pattern of stimuli will change the competition among command systems and may enable another command system to gain control of behavior.

Excitation of command systems

ESCAPE, RETREAT, DEFENSE, and SWIM. ESCAPE, RETREAT, and DEFENSE are each excited by the approach of a predator, but to different degrees and at different distances. As a predator approaches at either cruising (2 d/t) or chase (4 d/t) speeds, DEFENSE initially will be excited most strongly, succeeded by RETREAT, and then ESCAPE as the predator draws near. DEFENSE keeps the CRAYFISH in place (and has no effect on the predator), while RETREAT moves the CRAYFISH away from the predator and towards the shelter at a slow rate (2 d/t), ESCAPE is a rapid ballistic movement directly away from the predator (50 d/t), whereas SWIM moves the CRAYFISH away from the predator and towards the shelter at a slower rate (25 d/t). SWIM is excited reflexively during the ESCAPE. Finally, RETREAT is also modestly excited in the absence of a predator by the nearness of the shelter; this excitation is greatest at the shelter and decreases with increasing distance from it. This excitation causes CRAYFISH to move into the shelter when it is nearby and other stimuli (e.g., hunger or a predator) are absent.

HIDE, FORAGE, EAT, and REST. HIDE receives constant excitation when the CRAYFISH enters the shelter, which is a circle of 20 d radius. Outside the shelter, HIDE is not excited. HIDE is a stationary behavior, and acts to inhibit other behaviors that would move CRAYFISH out of the shelter. FORAGE is excited both by the local food odor and by hunger. Food odor at the CRAYFISH is proportional to the size of the food source and inversely proportional to the distance between the source and the CRAYFISH. Hunger depends on the energy available to the CRAYFISH, and it increases as the energy level falls during activity and decreases during EAT as the CRAYFISH gains energy. FORAGE moves the CRAYFISH up the odor gradient towards the food source as 3 d/t. EAT is excited identically to FORAGE, but only when the CRAYFISH contacts the food source (i.e., less than 10 d away). EAT is a stationary behavior that rapidly increases the energy level of the CRAYFISH, and also decreases the food source by an equal amount. The default behavior, REST, keeps the animal stationary and has no inhibitory effect on other systems.

The excitation of each system is limited to a maximum of 20. The equations that describe this excitation are given in the Appendix.

Mutual inhibition among command systems

When a system's command value is greater than or equal to 1, it inhibits other systems according to the product of its command value and an inhibitory coefficient. Otherwise, the inhibition is 0. The inhibitory effect is a simple subtraction of the inhibitory amplitude from the inhibited system's command value. The coefficients for different pairs of inhibiting and inhibited systems are different, and these differences help express the relative priorities of the systems. (For the set of inhibitory coefficients, see Table 1.)

Energy expenditure and gain

The initial energy store changes during a simulation as the CRAYFISH moves about the screen and eats. Each behavior except eating has a metabolic cost that varies with the animal's rate of movement. These costs are given in the Appendix.

Results

Adaptiveness of behavior: avoidance of a predator and satiation of hunger

CRAYFISH responds adaptively to rapidly changing circumstances when it is hungry in the presence of a food source and when it is attacked by a predator. These responses are demonstrated in three simulations (see Figs. 1–3) in which CRAYFISH encountered a predator at different times during its cycle of hiding, foraging, and eating. Except for the times of appearance of the predator (at 100 t, 200 t, and 235 t), all the parameter values and initial conditions of the three simulations were identical. In each, CRAYFISH was initially positioned in the upper center, away from both the food source and shelter. The food source contained 5 f and the CRAYFISH was moderately hungry (initial energy content was 1 e). The predator was set to appear on the upper left side of the computer screen and to cruise at a speed of 2 d/t towards the lower right corner. When the predator came within 100 d of the CRAYFISH, it gave chase at 4 d/t until it either caught the CRAYFISH or the CRAYFISH moved beyond 100 d away.

First simulation: predator appears at 50 t. At the beginning of the first simulation, CRAYFISH was outside the shelter (S, Fig. 1A), but near enough so that RETREAT was excited above the behavioral threshold of 4 (Fig. 1BC). Governed by RETREAT, CRAYFISH moved towards the shelter, where it arrived at 49 t (Fig. 1A). HIDE was strongly excited as CRAYFISH entered the shelter, and its command value crossed both the inhibitory and behavioral thresholds (Fig. 1C). This inhibition pushed RETREAT below its behavioral threshold and allowed HIDE to take control at 52 t (Fig. 1B).

As HIDE kept CRAYFISH in the shelter, FORAGE became increasingly excited as energy gradually fell (Fig. 1C). Inhibition from HIDE prevented the command value of FORAGE from crossing behavioral threshold, but that inhibition was itself reduced by reciprocal inhibition from FORAGE. The predator appeared at 50 t, but only began to excite DEFENSE and RETREAT much later (at 190 t) as it approached the shelter. DE-
Figure 1. **Crayfish** movements, sequences of behavior, and command system excitation and responses during the first simulation, in which the predator entered at 50 t. **A.** **Crayfish** and predator movements as different systems take control. The tick marks on the horizontal and vertical axes denote equal distances. The position of the shelter (S) and food (F) are indicated by the large open ovals. The large symbols represent both the position of the predator every 2 t and the command system in control of **Crayfish**, according to the key at right. The arrows indicate the direction of movement; the simulation begins with **Crayfish** in the upper middle of the field. The path of the predator during different command states of **Crayfish** is indicated by the different line segment symbols identified in the key at left. The plots of excitation each command system receives (always the upper line in each panel) and the command values (the lower lines) during the simulation. Inhibitory threshold for each system is 1; behavioral threshold is 4. A plot of energy is given in the bottom panel.

**B.** Sequence of command systems controlling **Crayfish** behavior.

**C.** Plots of the excitation each command system receives (always the upper line in each panel) and the command values (the lower lines) during the simulation. Inhibitory threshold for each system is 1; behavioral threshold is 4. A plot of energy is given in the bottom panel.

FENSE and RETREAT were strongly inhibited by HIDE, FORAGE, and RETREAT, but excitation of RETREAT caused its command value to increase and inhibit FORAGE. This inhibition effectively disinhibited HIDE, which retained control of behavior. As energy continued to decline, however, the excitation of FORAGE increased as did its inhibition of HIDE, which fell below behavioral threshold. RETREAT remained above threshold and took over control of behavior at 267 t.

RETREAT moved **Crayfish** to the center of the shelter, where it remained. As the predator moved beyond the shelter (Fig. 1A), the command value of RETREAT declined while FORAGE continued to increase. RETREAT fell below behavioral threshold shortly after FORAGE exceeded it, and so behavioral control passed to FORAGE at 285 t.

FORAGE moved **Crayfish** away from the shelter and up the food odor gradient towards the food source (F, Fig. 1A). The excitation of FORAGE increased quickly as the movement caused the food odor to increase and energy to decrease. The strong response of FORAGE enabled it to inhibit all other systems except EAT. Once **Crayfish** reached the food source, EAT became excited and inhibited FORAGE and all other systems except HIDE and SWIM.

EAT gained control of behavior at 369 t, and energy quickly increased. This reduced the excitation of both EAT and FORAGE and so reduced their inhibition of ESCAPE, DEFENSE, and RETREAT. EAT fell below behavioral threshold (at 411 t) before RETREAT could exceed its own threshold and so **Crayfish** rested for a brief period before RETREAT gained control at 416 t.

As **Crayfish** moved towards the shelter, it passed by the food source. FORAGE was briefly excited and exceeded inhibitory threshold which caused RETREAT to fall briefly below
behavioral threshold at 420 t. CRAYFISH then RESTed for 1 t before RETREAT regained control and movement towards the shelter resumed.

Second simulation: predator appears at 200 t. CRAYFISH avoided the predator in the last simulation by remaining in the shelter until it had passed by. In this simulation, the predator appeared later and caught CRAYFISH just as it had begun to EAT.

The initial events in the second simulation were identical to those of the first: RETREAT moved CRAYFISH to the shelter where HIDE gained control (Fig. 2A,B). In the absence of the predator, however, RETREAT failed to inhibit FORAGE which increased as energy fell (Fig. 2C). FORAGE crossed behavioral threshold at 155 t, and its inhibition of HIDE caused that system to fall below threshold at 156 t. This permitted FORAGE to take control, and so CRAYFISH began to move towards the food source at 157 t, much earlier than in the first simulation (Fig. 2A,B).

As before, FORAGE increased rapidly as CRAYFISH approached the food source and this allowed FORAGE to inhibit RETREAT, DEFENSE, and ESCAPE. The inhibition suppressed their responses to the predator, which appeared just before CRAYFISH arrived at the food source at 235 t.

EAT was strongly excited and replaced the inhibition of ESCAPE, RETREAT, and DEFENSE produced by FORAGE with its own inhibition. Energy began to increase and the excitation of EAT fell, but at the time of the predator's attack (at 240 t) EAT strongly inhibited the three predator avoidance systems. The attack of the predator strongly excited ESCAPE, RETREAT, and DEFENSE, but they failed to inhibit EAT sufficiently to drive it below behavioral threshold and allow one of them to take over. CRAYFISH was caught by the predator at 246 t.

Third simulation: predator appears at 235 t. CRAYFISH was also caught when the predator appeared earlier (at 100 t), as CRAYFISH approached the food source, and when the predator appeared slightly later (at 225 t), while CRAYFISH was still EATING. When the predator did not appear until 235 t (Fig. 3A), EATING increased energy so that EAT no longer inhibited ESCAPE (Fig. 3B,C). The strong excitation of ESCAPE enabled its inhibition to drive EAT below behavioral threshold and to take control at 274 t. ESCAPE moved CRAYFISH 150 d directly away from the predator in 3 t, when SWIM took control and moved CRAYFISH back to the shelter in the next 6 t (Fig. 3A). The reflex excitation of SWIM by ESCAPE fell below behavioral threshold 1 time unit before HIDE was excited by entering the
shelter, and so CRAYFISH RESTed briefly before HIDE took control at 284 t (Fig. 3B,C).

Following the escape of CRAYFISH, the predator resumed cruising in its original direction. CRAYFISH remained in the shelter controlled by HIDE, but as the predator passed, RETREAT and DEFENSE were weakly excited.

These simulations demonstrate that CRAYFISH can respond to changing situations by making adaptive behavioral choices at appropriate times. Choice depends on both internal (energy) and external stimuli (relative positions of crayfish, predator, food source, and shelter), and on recent history, which determines the strength and spatial pattern of those stimuli.

Unexpected appearance of alternate behavior patterns as the initial value of one parameter is gradually changed

The three simulations demonstrated that changes in one parameter, the predator's time of appearance, can lead to large changes in the sequence of behaviors displayed by CRAYFISH. While this is not surprising, it prompts the question of whether continuous change in the initial values of other parameters, such as the size of the food source or the amount of energy available, leads to gradual or abrupt changes in the temporal pattern of behavior displayed by CRAYFISH.

To address this question, a series of simulations were run in which no predator appeared, the initial positions of CRAYFISH, the food source, and the shelter were kept as before, the amount of energy initially available remained 1 e, and the initial amount of food in the food source was varied 0-10 f in 0.1 f increments in succeeding simulations. Each simulation was run for at least 500 t. The sequence of behaviors produced by several of these simulations are shown in Figure 4.

When the initial amount of food was 3.6 f or less, CRAYFISH RETREATed from its starting position to the shelter, where HIDE took over and kept it there for the duration (Fig. 4A, top panel), with food initially set to 3.7 f. CRAYFISH switched to FORAGE at 398 t, emerged from the shelter, and arrived at the food at 480 t, when it began to EAT. A similar sequence occurred when food was set initially to 3.8 f, except that FORAGE began earlier, at 351 t (Fig. 4A, panel 2). This was followed by 1 t of REST, after which FORAGE resumed and CRAYFISH arrived at the food at 433 t and triggered EAT. EATING was followed by REST for 4 t, when RETREAT gained control and CRAYFISH returned to the shelter.

The same pattern of behavior occurred in each simulation as the initial food amount was increased from 3.8 f to 4.9 f, except that the duration of HIDE dropped continuously while the du-
ration of other behaviors fell only slightly (Fig. 4A, panel 3). When food was set initially to 5.0 f, however, a new pattern of behavior occurred after EATING (Fig. 4A, panel 4). Instead of the short period (3 t) of REST that followed EAT in the 4.9 f simulation, REST lasted 77 t in the 5.0 f simulation, and was followed by another brief bout of EAT before RETREAT took control.

When the initial food amount was increased to 5.1 f, the first pattern of behavior reappeared with only slight differences from that seen at 4.9 f (Fig. 4A, panel 5). This pattern persisted in each simulation as the initial food amount increased to 5.8 F (Fig. 4A, panel 6); the duration of the initial HIDE response decreased with each increase in food and each of the subsequent behaviors occurred that much earlier.

When the initial food amount was increased to 5.9 f, the second pattern reappeared (Fig. 4A, panel 7) and was maintained at 6.0 f (Fig. 4B, panel 1). At 6.1 f, however, the first pattern reappeared and governed behavior in subsequent simulations as the food amount was increased to 6.7 f (Fig. 4B, panels 2 and 3).

At 6.8 f, a new pattern appeared as CRAYFISH began the simulation by FORAGING rather than RETREATING to the shelter (Fig. 4B, panel 4). EATING began when CRAYFISH arrived at the food, but lasted for a shorter period because more of the initial amount of energy still remained. EAT was followed by two cycles of a rapid alteration between REST and RETREAT, a pattern seen previously in Figure 1B. RETREAT moved CRAYFISH back to the shelter where HIDE took control at 211 t.

This same pattern occurred nearly without change as the initial food amount was increased from 6.8 f to 7.4 f (Fig. 4B, panel 5). At 7.5 f, however, a completely new pattern appeared in which repeated cycles of short bouts of EATING and long periods of REST followed the initial period of EATING (Fig. 4B, panel 6). This intermittent “snacking” lasted until 665 t, when RETREAT took control and moved CRAYFISH to the shelter. The previous pattern then reappeared when the food amount was raised to 7.8 f, but bouts of “snacking” also occurred for initial food amounts between 8.9 f and 9.2 f.

Sudden changes in the behavior pattern were also seen when other single parameters, including the initial amount of energy and the distance between the food source and the shelter, were each varied incrementally over a range of values.

**System thresholds and abrupt changes in behavior**

The unexpected, abrupt changes in the pattern of CRAYFISH behavior prompted the question of how the interactions of command systems produce this behavior. Analysis of one transition demonstrated that small differences in the command value of a system that is near the inhibitory or behavioral threshold can strongly affect the subsequent behavior pattern.

Figure 5 presents the excitation and command functions for RETREAT, EAT, and FORAGE during two of the simulations shown in Figure 4A, when food was initially set to 4.9 f and 5.0
Figure 5. Change in energy (top), excitation of RETREAT, EAT, and FORAGE (panels 2–4), their command values (panels 5–7), and the behavior sequence (bottom) in response to a 0.1 difference in initial food amount. Excitation and command values >10 and <0 are not shown. From simulations with food equal to 4.9 f and 5.0 f in Figure 4.

The bottom panel of Figure 5 displays the behavior sequences seen earlier: In the 4.9-f simulation, CRAYFISH RESTed only briefly following EATING and before RETREATing, whereas at 5.0 f, CRAYFISH had a much longer REST before a final brief bout of EATING and the beginning of RETREAT. This difference occurred because the additional food available in the 5.0-f simulation caused CRAYFISH to spend 12 t less time in the shelter and thereby to have more energy (0.266 e vs. 0.250 e) when it arrived at the food source and began to EAT. This larger energy level allowed CRAYFISH in the 5.0-f simulation to spend 1 t less time EATING, which caused it to have less energy and consequently a higher command value of EAT when it stopped EATING than did CRAYFISH in the 4.9-f simulation (Fig. 5, panels 3 and 6; 260 t–290 t). The command value of EAT was then below behavioral threshold in both simulations, so that CRAYFISH began to REST. In the 4.9-f simulation, but not in the 5.0-f simulation, EAT was also below the threshold for inhibition, so that RETREAT was disinhibited (Fig. 5, panel 5). Disinhibition allowed RETREAT to cross behavioral threshold and gain control of behavior; in the 5.0-f simulation, inhibition of RETREAT kept it below behavioral threshold and CRAYFISH continued to REST.
Changes in the model parameters and displacement behavior

The observation that small changes in external parameters can have significant effects on *Crayfish* behavior prompted the question of whether small changes in the internal parameters, such as the inhibitory coefficients (see Table 1), would have similar effects on behavior. In some cases they do: when the coefficient for inhibition of EAT by ESCAPE was decreased from 1.0 to 0.8, *Crayfish* failed to escape from the predator in a replay of the simulation described in Figure 3. The same thing happened when the coefficient for inhibition of ESCAPE by EAT was increased from 0.5 to 0.6.

Other small changes in inhibitory coefficients can produce qualitative changes in the kind of behavior produced by *Crayfish*. In the present model, the coefficient for inhibition of HIDE by RETREAT is 0. When that coefficient was changed to 0.2 and the initial conditions were set to those of the simulation in Figure 1, displacement behavior occurred during *Crayfish*'s encounter with the predator (Fig. 6). Displacement behavior occurs when an animal performs an inappropriate behavior, such as grooming, when it is in a stressful situation that might otherwise evoke conflicting responses such as fight or flight (Tinbergen, 1951; Lorenz, 1982). In this instance (Fig. 6), *Crayfish* was HIDEing in the shelter when the approach of the predator excited RETREAT, which then inhibited HIDE and allowed FORAGE to take over inappropriately. *Crayfish* then emerged from the shelter and was immediately captured by the nearby predator.

Robustness of *Crayfish*

The previous results demonstrate the sensitivity of *Crayfish* behavior to the specific values of external and internal parameters. It is still unclear whether the range of internal parameter values that allows *Crayfish* to produce adaptive behavior is large or small. This question was addressed by testing *Crayfish* in the same stimulus situations as before, but after the inhibitory coefficients had been changed by a constant factor. Very little change occurred in *Crayfish* behavior when the coefficients were increased by 20% and when they were decreased by half. When they were increased by 50%, the command values of HIDE, FORAGE, and RETREAT experienced brief periods of oscillation as *Crayfish* became hungry while HIDEing in the shelter (Fig. 7). *Crayfish* was still able to avoid a predator that entered late, as *Crayfish* was about to finish EATING.

Other combinations of values exist for the excitatory and
Crayfish escape and speed of the predator

Crayfish managed to avoid being caught by the predator when it attacked at 4 d/t, except when FORAGE and EAT were being strongly excited. The Crayfish can also avoid being caught by predators with attack speeds below 10 d/t under all but these same circumstances. When FORAGE or EAT are excited, higher attack speeds enable the predator to catch Crayfish at distances farther from the food source. This situation can be reversed by increasing the distances at which the predator excites DEFENSE, RETREAT, and ESCAPE (i.e., increase $L_{def}$, $L_{ret}$, and $L_{esc}$ in Equations 3, 4, and 5, respectively).

Discussion

Adaptive and unpredictable behavior of Crayfish

At the outset of this study it seemed possible that no combination of excitatory and inhibitory coefficients would allow Crayfish to make adaptive and smooth transitions between behaviors under all the different stimulus situations it would encounter. Crayfish could conceivably be subject to oscillations in response to some combination of stimuli or to becoming hung up in one behavioral state, unable to extricate itself. These fears proved groundless. The simulations show that Crayfish can respond adaptively to complex and rapidly changing stimulus situations. This success supports the suggestion that mutual inhibition between neural circuits for competing behaviors should be considered seriously as a possible mechanism of behavioral choice.
One of the unexpected findings of the study is that like much of animal behavior, the response sequences of CRAYFISH are frequently unpredictable. Part of this unpredictability results from CRAYFISH's sensitivity to the initial conditions of the simulation, in particular to small differences in the pattern of sensory stimuli. As was shown, the earlier or later appearance of the predator, or the provision of more or less food can change the timing or choice of a behavioral transition. This change in response produces a corresponding change in the subsequent stimulus configuration, and so begins an increasing separation in the response histories of two initially similar situations.

Mechanisms for adaptive decisions in CRAYFISH

The adaptiveness of CRAYFISH's responses results from its ability to detect the relevant stimuli, judge their relative urgency, and produce an appropriate response based on that judgment. These different functions are carried out by different parts of the decision-making mechanism. First, each system is excited by a unique stimulus configuration and produces a behavioral command that is an appropriate response to the stimulus. For instance, approach of the predator produces the greatest excitation first in DEFENSE, then in RETREAT, and finally in ESCAPE as the predator draws close to the CRAYFISH. Second, mutual inhibition enhances differences between the responses of competing command systems to reduce the number of systems currently above behavioral thresholds. This process is weighted by the relative sizes of the excitatory and inhibitory coefficients, which help determine behavioral priorities. It is followed by selection of the system that has been above behavioral threshold longest. Finally, the behavioral responses serve to reduce the excitatory stimulus amplitude: RETREAT, ESCAPE, and SWIM increase the distance between predator and CRAYFISH, and FORAGE and EAT reduce hunger by increasing the available energy.

Sources of unpredictability in CRAYFISH behavior

Much of CRAYFISH's behavior is readily understandable if not precisely predictable: after spending a period of time in the shelter, CRAYFISH suddenly leaves and moves in the direction of the food source; upon arriving at the food, CRAYFISH EATS, RFSTs, and then RETREATs to the shelter. However, on some occasions in which stimulus conditions are similar, unexpected variants of familiar behavior patterns appear. These occurrences are at first surprising: intuition might suggest that a deterministic system like CRAYFISH should exhibit predictable behavior that changes only gradually as initial conditions change. CRAYFISH exhibits two kinds of unpredictable responses. The first results from the coincidence of observables, such as the encounter of the predator and CRAYFISH, in the simulation of Figure 2. CRAYFISH leaves the shelter to FORAGE for food at 155 t, whereas in that of Figure 1, CRAYFISH's departure for FORAGE is unexpectedly delayed until 280 t by the approach of the predator. This kind of unpredictability is readily explicable in terms of CRAYFISH's normal responses to the new stimulus: the predator excited RETREAT which inhibited FORAGE and disinhibited HIDE.

The second kind of unpredictable response results from close encounters of system command values with their inhibitory and behavioral thresholds. Small differences in the initial value of a parameter (e.g., amount of food available) propagate through the simulation and lead to differences in the command value of one or more systems (e.g., EAT) as it approaches its inhibitory or behavioral threshold (as in Fig. 4B). Mutual inhibition between systems can amplify these differences in command value and increase the chance that they will straddle an inhibitory or behavioral threshold. When this happens, it is likely that two different patterns of behavior will occur from that time on. CRAYFISH has seven pairs of thresholds that are approached or crossed repeatedly by system command values during any simulation, and these hidden encounters provide many opportunities for small differences in initial conditions to produce bifurcating histories of behavior.

Sensitivity of CRAYFISH behavior to initial conditions

The sensitivity of CRAYFISH's behavior to small changes in the initial amount of food available extends to similar small changes in the initial values of other stimulus parameters, including energy and the relative positions of the food, shelter, and CRAYFISH. As each parameter is varied by small increments while the others remain constant, a gradual change in the sequence of behaviors is often interrupted by the appearance of alternate sequences that are also adaptive responses to the stimulus conditions.

If each stimulus parameter is thought of as one dimension of a multidimensional parameter space, then each point in the space describes a possible set of initial conditions. The sequence of behaviors that results from those conditions can be associated with (mapped onto) that point. Small volumes of this space would be associated with similar behavioral sequences, but these volumes would have sharp borders where movement along one dimension (parameter value) abruptly results in a different behavioral sequence. If the environment of the CRAYFISH were made complex by adding other sources of food, shelters, and predators, these volumes would become even smaller and perhaps shrink to a point. In this case, arbitrarily small differences in the stimulus parameters would lead to behavioral sequences that would ultimately diverge.

The sensitivity of CRAYFISH to initial conditions and the unpredictability of its responses are both characteristics of chaotic deterministic systems (Stewart and Thompson, 1986). As in other chaotic systems, all the subsystems of CRAYFISH are deterministic, but they interact in response to a complex environment to produce unpredictable, nonrepeating patterns of behavior. Animals face environments that are much more complex and those that employ decision-making mechanisms similar to CRAYFISH will behave in a similarly unpredictable manner, independent of any stochastic process that might also be present. These simulation results suggest that the unpredictability of animal behavior, which has survival value for both predator and prey, may result in part from the chaotic behavior of complex, deterministic mechanisms for decision-making.

Robustness of CRAYFISH

Any mechanism of decision-making that might be used by animals must be robust; the tolerances of synaptic processes that mediate neuronal interactions should not be small. In CRAYFISH, these synaptic processes are represented by the inhibitory coefficients that determine the strength of the inhibition that one system directs at another. CRAYFISH is robust because it behaves well when the inhibitory coefficients are all decreased by 50% or increased by 20%.

When the inhibitory coefficients are increased by more than
20%, some of the command systems oscillate in response to certain stimulus conditions. This type of oscillation occurs in recurrent inhibitory networks and increases in severity with the size of the inhibitory coefficients (Edwards, 1983). The oscillations appear when two or more command systems are strongly excited and mutually inhibit each other. The excitation evokes strong simultaneous responses, but these produce simultaneous mutual inhibition that then depresses their command values. The disinhibition that follows allows the excitation to drive the command values up again to start the next cycle.

In CRAYFISH, these oscillations are artificially enhanced by the lack of rise- and fall-times in the responses of each system to its excitation and inhibition. The responses are directly proportional to the values of excitation and inhibition 1 t before; rise- and fall-times are 0. As a result, oscillations occur that have a period of 2 t. In most neural systems, rise-times are determined by cellular characteristics and by the input amplitude; in general, stronger inputs evoke responses that rise faster and reach threshold sooner than the responses to weaker inputs. Incorporation of such response kinetics in CRAYFISH would allow a more strongly excited command system to inhibit a weakly excited system before it had a chance to inhibit the stronger system, and so would minimize the oscillation produced by reciprocal inhibition. In this circumstance, the inhibitory coefficients could be varied over a still larger range without producing unwanted oscillation.

Individuality and selection of parameter values for CRAYFISH

The sensitivity of CRAYFISH's behavior to small differences in single inhibitory coefficients (Fig. 6) enables CRAYFISH models with different coefficients to be recognized as individuals. CRAYFISH with largely similar coefficients will behave similarly, although their behavior may be more sensitive to differences in the values of some coefficients than to others. These individual differences in behavior provided a means for selecting coefficient values during creation of CRAYFISH: values were screened by testing their effects on behavior until a combination that produced reasonable characteristics was found. Parameter values that produced maladaptive or unrealistic behavior by the CRAYFISH were rejected. Rejected parameter values included those that would allow the CRAYFISH to be caught easily by the predator, or that would fail to move the hungry CRAYFISH toward the food in a timely fashion, or that would produce oscillations in the responses of mutually inhibitory command systems.

As in natural selection, this artificial selection procedure demonstrated that only certain relationships between parameter values would work, given the behavior of the predator and the sensory, motor, and metabolic rate properties of the CRAYFISH. For instance, it was important that the inhibition produced by ESCAPE be greater than any of the others, that EAT strongly inhibit FORAGE, and that FORAGE inhibit the predator avoidance systems (DEFENSE, RETREAT, ESCAPE, SWIMMING, and HIDE) less than they inhibit it. These relationships express priorities that are adaptive in particular situations that are likely to occur, such as an encounter with a predator while outside the shelter. Should the properties of the predator (speed, distance at which CRAYFISH is detected) be changed, the current set of excitatory and inhibitory coefficients could be replaced with another set that enables CRAYFISH to cope with the new situation.

Displacement behavior in CRAYFISH and crayfish

The mechanism for behavioral choice in CRAYFISH is similar to one described by Ludlow (1980) in which subsystems for feeding, drinking, singing, and preening compete through mutual inhibition to control behavior in Barbary Doves. Unlike CRAYFISH, Ludlow's "Decision-Maker" cannot produce displacement behavior in the absence of "fatigue" of competing subsystems. This inability results from having the inhibitory and behavioral thresholds be equal, and having inhibitory coefficients with values greater than 1. Only one system, that which governs the behavior of the model, can inhibit other systems.

In most of the CRAYFISH simulations discussed here, behavioral threshold was higher than inhibitory threshold, and the inhibitory coefficients were less than or equal to 1. Such an arrangement permits a system that does not control behavior to inhibit other systems, including the one currently in control. This enables mutual inhibition between two competing systems to drive each other below behavioral threshold, and allow a previously blocked behavior to be expressed.

To my knowledge, displacement behavior has not been reported in crayfish, though it may occur. A difference between inhibitory and behavioral thresholds, which allows CRAYFISH to produce displacement behavior, has been reported in crayfish, though it is not clear how widespread it is. Inhibition of the crayfish motor giant motor neuron, which is used exclusively in giant fiber-mediated tailflips, precedes a nongiant tailflip evoked by pinching the exopodite of the tailfan (Wine and Krasne, 1982). In another case the two thresholds are identical. Inhibition of the lateral giant (LG) escape response (a somersault tailflip) is initiated by the same signal that triggers a backwards tailflip, a spike in the medial giant (MG) neuron (Roberts, 1968).

A virtue of the Decision-Maker (Ludlow, 1980) was that except for brief transitional periods, only one system was above behavioral and inhibitory threshold at a time. This was accomplished by setting the inhibitory gains (coefficients) to values greater than 1, usually 2 or higher. Like Decision-Maker, CRAYFISH will produce adaptive behavior if the inhibitory and behavioral thresholds are equal and if all the nonzero inhibitory coefficients equal 1 or 1.2. Higher values lead to the appearance of uncontrolled oscillations, which usually begin when two strongly excited systems are disinhibited by the declining response of a third system. They both will respond, then inhibit each other, then be simultaneously disinhibited, thereby beginning the next cycle. This situation is unavoidable in systems like CRAYFISH where several mutually inhibitory systems are often excited simultaneously.

Other modes of organization: hierarchical and parallel distributed processing (PDP) systems

The pattern of organization of CRAYFISH is quite different from hierarchical systems of command and control, and from newer PDP systems. In a hierarchical scheme, a central executive responds appropriately to different contingencies by analyzing various types of incoming information, formulating a plan or motor program based on that analysis, and then issuing a set of commands to accomplish the goal. In PDP systems, an array of similar, nonspecialized processing units responds to different patterns of input by producing the desired patterns of output. These responses depend on the arrangement and strength of connections between the units; analysis of inputs and formation of outputs occur simultaneously as each processing unit.
responds to a weighted pattern of inputs and signals from other processors (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986).

While both the hierarchical and PDP modes of organization have been proposed to govern some aspects of nervous function (Lashley, 1951; Rosenbaum, 1987; McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986), at present they are unattractive as models of mechanisms for behavioral choice in crayfish. No central organizer of motor programs has been identified in crayfish, whereas several neural circuits that respond to specific sign stimuli and that can evoke different FAPs have been identified. Moreover, the existence of these circuits demonstrates that unlike a PDP network, the crayfish nervous system is quite heterogeneous. Nonetheless, it is possible that PDP networks do exist within sensory systems that must decode many different patterns of input (Girardot and Derby, 1988), and in motor systems that must produce many different combinations of joint angles or movement vectors (Lockery et al., 1989; Wittenberg et al., 1989).

CRAYFISH retains some aspects of both these modes of organization. Each system is organized somewhat like a central executive, except that it is specialized to respond to one pattern of input and produce one pattern of response. Control of behavior is distributed across the set of systems, so that the sequence of behavior is governed by the sequential patterns of input across all systems and by the inhibitory interactions between them. As in PDP systems, this distributed control leads to emergent behavior patterns such as displacement behavior and the unexpected switching between alternate sequences of behavior.

**Neural mechanisms of behavioral choice in crayfish**

CRAYFISH was developed to determine whether mutual inhibition among command centers could produce adaptive patterns of behavior and not to provide a detailed reconstruction of parts of the crayfish nervous system. Nonetheless, two major themes of crayfish neuroethology guided the construction of CRAYFISH. First, specific stimulus configurations excite discrete neural circuits that release distinct FAPs. The defense posture and backward walking are both evoked by approaching objects that loom large in the visual field (Glanz, 1974; Beall et al., 1990). A somersault escape tailflip is triggered by a sharp tap on the abdomen (Wiersma, 1947), whereas a rearward tailflip is triggered by a sharp tap to the cephalothorax (Wine and Krasne, 1982). Swimming is evoked by a pinch of an appendage or by proprioceptive reafference following the flexion phase of a tailflip. Walking is also excited by illumination of the eyes or the caudal photoreceptors in the terminal abdominal ganglion (Kovac, 1974a,b; Edwards, 1984; Simon and Edwards, 1990).

Each of these behavioral responses can also be activated by stimulation of single central neurons or discrete groups of central neurons that have little or no overlap with neurons that activate other motor patterns (Bowerman and Larimer, 1973a,b; Krasne and Wine, 1984). In several cases, these central neurons have been shown to be excited by appropriate sign stimuli (Glanz, 1974; Wine and Krasne, 1982; Simon and Edwards, 1990), and in one case (somersault tailflip, produced by the LG interneurons) they have been shown to be necessary and sufficient for release of the behavior (Olson and Krasne, 1981).

Second, activation of a neural circuit and its FAP excites or inhibits other neural circuits and their FAPs. The LG neurons are inhibited by the MG interneurons that evoke the rearward tailflip (Roberts, 1968). LGs are also inhibited by activation of walking circuitry (Edwards et al., 1988), by proprioceptive reafference from the walking legs (Fricke and Kennedy, 1983), and during feeding (Krasne and Lee, 1988). Giant motor neurons that produce the LG tailflip are inhibited during swimming (Wine and Krasne, 1982). The stimulus threshold for LG (somersault) tailflips increases during walking, feeding, defense display, and external restraint (Wine et al., 1975; Glanzman and Krasne, 1983; Krasne and Lee, 1988; Beall et al., 1990). Conversely, all other ongoing activities are interrupted by tailflip responses or by swimming. These interruptions are mediated at least in part by inhibition of motor neurons for muscle systems not involved in escape (Kuwada and Wine, 1979; Kuwada et al., 1980). Mutual inhibition also occurs between two sets of interneurons that produce different slow abdominal movements (Moore and Larimer, 1987, 1988). Finally, swimming is inhibited during feeding if the food object is too large to be portable; if, however, the food object is readily portable, stimulus threshold for swimming is decreased (Bellman and Krasne, 1983). This last result suggests that the sign of the interactions between different systems may change, depending on context and hormonal stage (Glanzman and Krasne, 1983; Harris-Warrick and Kravitz, 1986; Kravitz, 1988).

CRAYFISH as the basis for a formal model of crayfish behavior

The success of CRAYFISH encourages the idea that mutual inhibition between neural circuits for competing FAPs organizes a large part of crayfish behavior. CRAYFISH illustrates how quantitative descriptions of these neural systems and behaviors can provide the basis for a more realistic model of crayfish behavior. This model could demonstrate the consequences of simultaneous, dynamic interactions among these systems, and it could show whether the complex, adaptive behaviors that

<p>| Table 1. Coefficients of inhibition between pairs of the seven command systems |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibited system</th>
<th>ESCAPE</th>
<th>RETREAT</th>
<th>DEFENSE</th>
<th>HIDE</th>
<th>EAT</th>
<th>FORAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESCAPE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETREAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFENSE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORAGE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each entry in the table represents the coefficient of inhibition between the two command systems. The table includes the seven command systems: ESCAPE, RETREAT, DEFENSE, HIDE, EAT, FORAGE, and SWIM.
crayfish normally display can be produced by this kind of mechanism for behavioral choice.

**Appendix**

**Excitation of command systems**

The equations used to describe excitation of the command systems are

\[ E_{\text{exc}} = A_{\text{exc}} \cdot \text{FoodOdor} \cdot \text{Hunger}/(\text{Hunger} + 4), \]

FoodOdor = FoodAmount/(Dfood + 1), \hspace{1cm} (1a)

\[ \text{Hunger} = 100 \cdot e^{-(\gamma \cdot \text{Energy})}, \]

Eexc = Aexc - Dpred*LeCh, \hspace{1cm} (2a)

\[ \text{FoodOdor} = \text{FoodAmount} \cdot A_{\text{fo}}, + 1, \]

Eexc = 0, if Dfood > 10; \hspace{1cm} (2b)

\[ \text{E}_{\text{def}} = A_{\text{def}} \cdot e^{-Dpred/LeCh}, \]

\[ \text{E}_{\text{ret}} = A_{\text{ret}} \cdot e^{-Dpred/Lret} + 3 + 5 \cdot e^{-Dpred/200} - 3 \cdot e^{-Dpred/50}; \]

\[ \text{E}_{\text{esc}} = A_{\text{esc}} \cdot e^{-Dpred/Lesc}, \]

\[ \text{E}_{\text{swim}} = A_{\text{swim}} \cdot C_{\text{swim}}(T_{\text{swim}}) \cdot e^{-(T_{\text{swim}} - T_{\text{ref}})/3}, \]

\[ \text{E}_{\text{hid}} = A_{\text{hid}}; \]

where \( A_{\text{fo}} \), etc., are the excitatory coefficients for each command system; \( D_{\text{ret}}, D_{\text{food}} \), and \( D_t \) are the distances between the crayfish and the predator, food, and shelter, respectively; and \( L_{\text{left}}, L_{\text{right}}, \) and \( L_{\text{esc}} \) are length constants for excitation of each of those command systems. The excitatory coefficients are \( A_{\text{fo}} = 500, A_{\text{def}} = 500, A_{\text{ret}} = 5, A_{\text{esc}} = 45, A_{\text{swim}} = 1, A_{\text{hid}} = 6. \) The length constants are \( L_{\text{left}} = 135, L_{\text{right}} = 45, L_{\text{esc}} = 15. \) The variable \( C_{\text{swim}}(T_{\text{swim}}) \) is the value of the command function for escape at the time an escape is triggered. Each command function is equal to the excitation of the system minus the inhibition it receives from other systems.

**Inhibition of the command systems**

The inhibition directed by one system against another is equal to the product of the command value of the inhibiting system (if it is > 1) and an inhibitory coefficient. If the command value is less than 1, the inhibition is 0. The values of the coefficients are given in Table 1.

**Crayfish movement rates produced by each command system**

The **Crayfish movement rates** (d/t) produced by each command system are

FORAGE: 3; EAT: 0; DEFEND: 0; RETREAT: 2; ESCAPE: 50; SWIM: 25; HIDE: 0.

**Metabolic rates of Crayfish during behavior produced by each command system**

The rates at which energy is lost (−) or gained (+) by **Crayfish** are

- FORAGE, −0.004; EAT, +0.05; DEFEND, −0.002; RETREAT, −0.004; ESCAPE, −0.02; SWIM, 0.01; HIDE, −0.002.
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